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Introductions and Presentation Purpose
Introductions
• Donna Goodwin– Visual Arts Consultant, Standards and
Instructional Support
• Judi Hofmeister – Dance, Drama and Theatre Arts Consultant,
Standards and Instructional Support
Purpose
To provide directors of Gifted Education an overview of gifted arts
students:
• Identifying characteristics of gifted arts students in each content
area
• Identifying characteristics that are not gifted, but can be
mistaken as gifted traits
• Sharing professional and student examples
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Format of Presentation

• Background and context
• Overview of identification criteria in Dance, Drama
and Theatre Arts, Music, and Visual Arts
• Overview of characteristics that can be mistaken as
gifted traits
• What sets the gifted artist apart
• Examples
• Questions and feedback
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Background and Context

Gifted 4 Arts Timeline
September 2013 through May 2013
Members of the arts education community gathered with the Gifted
Education department to develop identification criteria in Dance,
Drama and Theatre Arts, Music and Visual Arts, including:
• GT Characteristics K-12
• Early Childhood Screening Criteria
• Distinguished Task across multiple grade bands
• Interview questions
• Audition Rubrics
• Observation Referral forms
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Gifted 4 Arts Timeline
Joanne Haroutounian, PhD
Arts Talent ID
A Framework for the Identification of Talented Students in the Arts
Music

Dance/Movement
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Visual Art

Theatre/Drama
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Gifted 4 Arts Timeline
Michele & Robert Root-Bernstein
Sparks of Genius
13 Thinking Tools of the World’s Most Creative People
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observing
Imagining
Abstracting
Recognizing Patterns
Forming Patterns
Analogizing
Body Thinking
Empathizing
Dimensional Thinking
Modeling
Playing
Transforming
Synthesizing
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Gifted 4 Arts Timeline
Dr. Victoria Stevens The Creative Classroom in the 21st Century:
Education, Neurobiology and the Developing Imagination
Purposes of Education (beyond proficiency in basic skills)
• Sense of wonder and questioning
• Creative thinking; contextual judgment, problem-solving, pattern recognition
• Toleration of frustration and ambiguity; patience
• Ability to adapt to changing situations: flexibility
• Transfer of knowledge from one domain to another – Creative “play”
• Narrative sense of self
• Learning from experience
• Cultural narrative and empathy for others
• Imaginative perspective-taking
• Making meaning
• Sense of agency and purpose
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Overview of Identification
Criteria in Dance, Drama and
Theatre Arts, Music, and Visual
Arts

Dance – Gifted Characteristics
• Understands and uses vocabulary to analyze and evaluate
dance works.
• Recognizes different dance styles and traditions.
• Creates dances using compositional elements.
• Uses dance as a language of communication.
• Demonstrates skills in foundational dance forms (ballet,
modern, tap or jazz).
• Demonstrates consistent, expressive performance skills
• Recognizes that culture and geography are reflected in
world dance traditions.
• Uses dance symbolically to demonstrate Essential Skills and
creative problem solving.
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Drama & Theatre Arts – Gifted Characteristics
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Use expanded vocabulary in exploring characters,
relationships and situations.
Identify the elements of theatre that define it as an art form.
Students should be encouraged to use dramatic play with the
focus on the creative process.
Expand upon multiple elements of theatre or film work.
Identify questions which will expand the story or situation
involved in dramatic play. Students should be encouraged to
integrate a "better way" of including a given idea or character
element.
Sensitive to feelings and the feelings of others involved in
dramatic play. Emotional safety is of particular importance
to these students.
Include larger world view in creation of stories, characters,
events, and/or themes.
Many students in this developmental phase have the
background and experience to move into more professional
settings for playwriting, performance, film work and design.
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Music – Gifted Characteristics
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The student perceives melodies and rhythms and is able to
accurately recall and manipulate.
The student discerns evident and subtle differences in
melodies, rhythms, and tone color and is able to compare
and contrast.
The student intuitively experiments with musical sound and
purposefully extends, manipulates, and improvises ideas.
The student is aware of aesthetic elements of music (e.g.
mood, dynamics, style, instrumental timbre) and is able to
demonstrate sensitivity in performing, creating, and
responding.
The student creates, performs, and responds to music with
passion, and indicates a personal affinity for a musical
product.
The student demonstrates interpretive sensitivity in
performing and evaluating music.
The student performs with musical expression and ability
beyond age or grade level.
The student regularly strives to improve and refine a musical
product.
The student is a confident risk-taker and sets high personal
goals.
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Visual Arts – Gifted Characteristics
• Students may prefer self-directed challenges.
• Students may be prolific with their work and may have more

ideas than they can find time to do. The degree of visual fluency
(number of ideas or variations) can be many.
• Students may show a range of multidimensional processes that
includes knowledge of art concepts and traditions in a culture,
highly developed visual thinking skills, and intrinsic motivation.
• Problem-finding and problem solving, being emotionally involved,
and focusing on personal visions when making art projects.
• Extended concentration (the ability to stay with an artistic
problem longer than others because there are many possibilities
to explore).
• Students’ methods of discovery, visualization techniques, and
ways they seek productive questions are often far better
indicators of talented creative abilities than specific solutions to
art problems.
• Random improvisation including exploring doodles, drawn
shapes, patterns, lines which may in fact be a type of artistic
research.
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Overview of Characteristics
That Can Be Mistaken
as Gifted Traits

Dance – Traits Mistaken as Gifted

• A student is technically the best dancer in the class
• A student can pick up a dance combination quickly
• A student can perform well
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Drama & Theatre Arts - Traits Mistaken as Gifted

• The best actor or comedian in the class
• Memorizes their lines the quickest
• The best at improvisation
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Music - Traits Mistaken as Gifted
• Performer
• A student who may be the best performer in class
(instrumental or vocal)
• A student who can learn to perform quickly and
accurately
• A student who has a strong ability to recall and
perform
• Performance ability does not equate to musical
giftedness
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Visual Arts - Traits Mistaken as Gifted
• A student who draws or replicates images well but may have
difficulty with self-initiated work.
• A student who follows directions well and consistently has
neat and clean work.
• Academic giftedness does not necessarily equate to artistic
giftedness.
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What Sets the Gifted Artist Apart?

Creative Process
• What sets a gifted artist apart from other artists, is what we
call the “It Factor”. The It Factor includes:
• How the artist utilizes and thinks about the creative
process
• How the artist creatively problem-solves and makes
artistic choices
• How the artist expresses themselves through their art
form
• It is as though the art form is “channeled” through the
artist
• A gifted artist can create, compose, choreograph, and
has the qualities for directing, leading, teaching
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Examples

Dance/Music Examples
• Yo Yo Ma:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9jghLeYufQ
• Yo Yo Ma is exceptional, because he not only is
technically proficient as he plays, he expresses
himself through his performance. He also can
compose on the spot, using improvisational
techniques. It’s as though music flows through him,
he and the music are one.
• Gifted artists have this quality…the “It Factor”.
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Visual Arts Examples
• 3 year old drawing, typical on the left, gifted on the right
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Visual Arts Examples
• 7 year old Kieron Williamson (then)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ErVMc8Pw4M
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Questions and Feedback

